[Distribution of chromosome material during division of giant nuclei by fragmentation in rodent trophoblast. Morphologic and cytophotometric study].
A study was made of a population of secondary giant cells (in the placenta of white rats and mice), of which a rather high polyploidy (128c--1024c) is characteristic, and which remains viable up to the end of pregnancy. At a certain stage of cell differentiation, some giant nuclei, looking as interphase nuclei, are divided into numerous smaller nuclear fragments bound with nuclear membranes. Two ways of division have been described: by a progressive budding of small nuclei into the cytoplasm, and the total division of the original nucleus into numerous tightly contracting nuclear fragments. Multinuclear cells originating from the nuclear fragmentation rather soon degenerate. The cytophotometrical measurement of the DNA amount in newly formed fragments has shown their ploidy extending from 1 to 32c, di-, three-, tetra-, and octoploid nuclei predominating. The distribution of chromosomal markers of the interphase nuclei (nucleoli, heterochromatinous blocks of nucleolus-forming chromosomes) confirms the photometrical evidence on the trends of chromosome fragmentation into genes. The fragmentation of the giant nucleus is preceded by a complex rearrangement of genetical material in the original nucleus, resulting in becoming polygenomal from polytene, with individual genomes separating to be segregated again, during division.